Markovian growth-fragmentation processes introduced in [8, 9] extend the pure-fragmentation model by allowing the fragments to grow larger or smaller between dislocation events. What becomes of the known asymptotic behaviors of self-similar pure fragmentations [6, 11, 12, 14] when growth is added to the fragments is a natural question that we investigate in this paper. Our results involve the terminal value of some additive martingales whose uniform integrability is an essential requirement. Dwelling first on the homogeneous case [8], we exploit the connection with branching random walks and in particular the martingale convergence of Biggins [18, 19 ] to derive precise asymptotic estimates. The self-similar case [9] is treated in a second part; under the so called Malthusian hypotheses and with the help of several martingale-flavored features recently developed in [10], we obtain limit theorems for empirical measures of the fragments.
Introduction
Fragmentation processes are meant to describe the evolution of an object which is subject to random and repeated dislocations over time. The way the mass is spread into smaller fragments during a dislocation event is usually given by a (random) mass-partition, that is an element of the space P := p := (p i , i ∈ N) : p 1 p 2 · · · 0 and
where the total mass need not be conserved, i.e. a positive proportion 1 − i 1 p i may disintegrate into dust. The first probabilistic models of fragmentations go back at least to Kolmogorov [28] . Roughly, Kolmogorov imagined a discrete branching system in which particles get fragmented according to a conservative distribution ν on P and in a homogeneous manner, that is to say the rate at which a particle splits does not depend on its mass. Under this essential assumption of homogeneity, Kolmogorov showed that a simple rescaling of the empirical measure of the logarithms of the fragments converges with probability one toward the Gaussian distribution. Later, a student of his, Filippov [24] investigated mass-dependent dislocation rates and more precisely the self-similar case, in the sense that a particle with size m splits at speed m α for some fixed constant α ∈ R (the homogeneous case then corresponds to α = 0). Most notably he discovered a limit theorem for a weighted version of the empirical measure of the fragments when α > 0. The specific but common binary situation, where particles always split into two smaller fragments, has been emphasized by Brennan and Durrett [21, 22] , and later reconsidered by Baryshnikov and Gnedin [5] in some variant of the car packing problem. Further extensions and other asymptotic properties in the non-conservative case have also been derived by Bertoin and Gnedin [11] by means of complex analysis and contour integrals.
In the 2000s (see [7, for a comprehensive summary), Bertoin extended and theorized the construction of general fragmentation processes in continuous time. In particular the dislocation measure ν need no longer be a probability distribution, as there is only the integrability requirement P (1 − p 1 ) ν(dp) < ∞.
While permitting infinite dislocation rates (so infinitely many dislocation events may occur in a bounded time interval), this condition prevents the total mass from being immediately shattered into dust and leads to a nondegenerate fragmentation process X(t) := (X 1 (t), X 2 (t), . . .), t 0, with values in P. When α = 0, fragmentation processes can be related (via a simple logarithmic transformation) to branching random walks, for which fruitful literature is available, see e.g. the works of Biggins and Uchiyama [18, 41, 19, 40] . Especially, additive martingales, which are processes of the form
for some parameter q > 0, play a key role and the question of their uniform integrability inquired by Biggins has successfully led to the asymptotic behavior of homogeneous conservative fragmentations [13, 14] . More generally, in the self-similar case, some specific so called Malthusian hypotheses guarantee the existence of an intrinsic martingale associated with the fragmentation and whose convergence again yields many interesting asymptotic results. Among others the results of Kolmogorov and Filippov have been revisited [6] , applying known statistics of self-similar Markov processes to the process of a randomly tagged fragment. More recently, Bertoin [8, 9] introduced a new type of fragmentation processes in which the fragments are allowed to grow during their lifetimes. We expect that most of the aforementioned asymptotic properties extend to these growth-fragmentation processes, and it is the main purpose of the present work to derive some of them. We shall first give a bit more description and explain why our task is not completely straightforward. Like in the pure (i.e. without growth) setting, we are interested in the process which describes the (sizes of the) fragments as time passes. For homogeneous growthfragmentations, namely the compensated fragmentations of [8] , the basic prototype is simply a dilated homogeneous fragmentation, that is a pure homogeneous fragmentation affected by a deterministic exponential drift. However, there exist much more general compensated fragmentations, where the dislocation measure ν has only to fulfill
2 ν(dp) < ∞,
so that the process is nondegenerate and can still be encoded at any time by a non-increasing null sequence. Condition (4) is weaker than the necessary and sufficient condition (2) for ν to be the dislocation measure of a homogeneous fragmentation, and both are reminiscent of those concerning the jump intensities of Lévy processes, respectively subordinators. Incidentally, it was the main motivation of [8] to establish that, just like the Lévy-Itō construction of Lévy processes in terms of compensated Poisson integrals, compensated fragmentations naturally arise as limits of suitably dilated homogeneous fragmentations [8, Theorem 2] . Though asymptotic properties of pure homogeneous fragmentations immediately transfer to the dilated ones, extending them to general compensated fragmentations would correspond to interchanging two limits, which does not seem obvious at first sight. This is without to mention the self-similar case, that is for the growthfragmentations in [9] , where things look even more complicated. There, and unlike the compensated fragmentations which are constructed directly as processes in time, the self-similar cell systems are rather built from a genealogical point of view: roughly, the (size of the) mother cell evolves like a Markov process on the positive half-line where each negative jump −y is interpreted as a splitting event, giving birth to a daughter cell with initial size y and which then grows independently of the mother particle and according to the same dynamics, i.e. producing in turn great-daughters, and so on. Bertoin focused in particular on the situation where the associated growth-fragmentation process X := (X(t), t 0), that is the process recording the sizes of all alive cells in the system, fulfills a self-similarity property, namely when there exists α ∈ R such that for each x > 0, the process (xX(x α t), t 0) has the same law as X started from a cell whose initial size is x. In the homogeneous case α = 0, these growth-fragmentations correspond to the compensated fragmentations of [8] for which the dislocation measure is binary, see [9, Proposition 3] . In the self-similar case α < 0, they have been proved to be eventually extinct [9, Corollary 3] , an observation which was already made by Filippov [24] in the context of pure fragmentations.
Both for homogeneous and for self-similar fragmentations, the additive martingales (3) and more precisely their uniform integrability have turned out to be of greatest importance in the study of asymptotic behaviors. We stress that sufficient conditions to this uniform integrability appear less easily for growth-fragmentations, as they non longer take values in the space of mass-partitions P.
Our work is organized in two independent parts. In Section 2, we deal with the homogeneous case α = 0 in the slightly more general setting of compensated fragmentations [8] . With the help of a well-known theorem due to Biggins [19] and by adapting arguments of Bertoin and Rouault [14] , we prove the uniform convergence of additive martingales from which, in the realm of branching random walks, we infer the asymptotic behavior of the largest fragment as well as precise estimates for both the empirical measure of the fragments and the presence probability of abnormally large ones. This part can be viewed as a contribution to the study of extremal statistics in certain branching random walks, see e.g. the recent developments by Aïdékon [2] , Aïdékon et al. [1] , Arguin et al. [3] and Hu et al. [25] . The self-similar case is considered in Section 3 within the framework of [9] . Relying on recent results in [10] and in particular on the uniform integrability of the Malthusian martingale, we establish the convergence in probability of the empirical measure of the fragments when α > 0 and we provide some partial estimates for the largest fragment. In a concluding section we also address the convergence of another empirical measure when we stop the fragments as soon as they become smaller than a fixed threshold.
Compensated fragmentations

Prerequisites
Recall the space of mass-partitions P defined in (1) and denote by P 1 the subspace of mass-partitions p := (p 1 , 0, . . .) ∈ P having only one single fragment p 1 ∈ (0, 1]. A compensated fragmentation process Z(t) := (Z 1 (t), Z 2 (t), . . .), t 0, is a random process whose distribution is characterized by a triple (σ 2 , c, ν) where σ 2 0 is a diffusion coefficient, c ∈ R is a growth rate and ν is a nontrivial measure on P \ {(1, 0, . . .)} such that (4) holds. It can be seen as the decreasing rearrangement of the exponential of the atoms of a branching process in continuous time. Namely, the process giving the empirical measure of the logarithms of the fragments at time t,
is called a branching Lévy process in [8] , to which we refer for background. In the basic case where ν(P \ P 1 ) < ∞, i.e. the fragmentation rates are finite, Z is a generalization of the branching random walk in continuous time introduced by Uchiyama [41] : more precisely, Z is a branching particle system in which each atom, during its lifetime, is allowed to move in R independently of the other atoms and according to the dynamics of a spectrally negative Lévy process η with Laplace transform
where under (4) the Laplace exponent
is finite for all q 0. In words, when ν(P \ P 1 ) < ∞, the system can be described as follows. It starts at the origin of space and time with a single particle which evolves like η. Each particle dies after a random exponential time with intensity ν(P \ P 1 ), giving birth to a random family of children (η 1 , η 2 , . . .) whose initial position (∆a 1 , ∆a 2 , . . .) relative to the mother particle at its death is such that (e ∆a 1 , e ∆a 2 , . . .) has the conditional distribution ν( · | P \ P 1 ). In the general situation where the dislocation rate ν(P \ P 1 ) may be infinite, the construction is achieved by approximation from compensated fragmentations with finite dislocation rates, using a monotonicity argument (see [8, Lemma 3] recalled in the proof of Proposition 2.8 below).
Let us denote by
the mean intensity of the point process Z 1 , so that
is the Laplace transform of µ. An important fact (cf. [8, Theorem 1] ) is that, for every t 0 and every q 0,
where
Since under (4),
is integrable with respect to ν, we easily observe that, if q := inf q 0 : κ(q) < ∞ = inf q 0 :
then κ takes finite values and is analytic on the open interval (q, ∞). Note that (4) also implies κ(2) < ∞, soq 2. Let us introduce the subspace
We also denote ℓ ∞↓ the space of bounded, non-increasing sequences of nonnegative real numbers endowed with the uniform norm · ℓ ∞ . We see by (7) that the compensated fragmentation Z := (Z(t), t 0) is a ℓ q↓ -valued process for every q ∈ (q, ∞], and in particular for q = 2. Further if z := (z 1 , z 2 , . . .) is in ℓ 2↓ and Z [1] , Z [2] , . . . are independent copies of Z, then the process of the family
, t 0, rearranged in the non-increasing order is again in ℓ 2↓ , and we denote its distribution by P z . It has been proved in [8] that (Z, (P z ) z∈ℓ 2↓ ) is a Markov process which fulfills the so called branching property: for all s 0, the conditional law of (Z(t + s)) t 0 given (Z(r)) 0 r s is P z , where z = Z(s). Without loss of generality we shall assume in the sequel that the fragmentation starts with a single mass with unit size, i.e. P := P (1,0,...) . Equation (7) and the branching property yield an important family of additive martingales. Namely, the R-valued process
is a martingale for every q ∈ (q, ∞). Proof. Recall that · ℓ q ′ · ℓ q whenever′ ∞. Since Z has càdlàg paths in ℓ 2↓ , it has in particular càdlàg paths in ℓ ∞↓ . Let (q k , k ∈ N) be a sequence decreasing toq, and define
for k, m ∈ N. Applying Doob's maximal inequality to the martingale (8) we have that almost surely, for all k ∈ N, T (k) m ↑ ∞ as m → ∞. Thus, almost surely, for every q ∈ (q, ∞] and T 0 we can find a k ∈ N such thatq < q k < q and then a m ∈ N such that T < T (k) m , where therefore
for all 0 s, t < T . The fact that Z has càdlàg paths in ℓ ∞↓ completes the proof.
We would like to extend to the compensated fragmentation Z the asymptotic results obtained by Bertoin and Rouault [13, 14] for pure homogeneous fragmentations. They strongly rely on the work of [18, 19] about the uniform integrability of additive martingales. Hence we will need conditions on q ensuring that M (1; q) ∈ L γ (P) for some γ > 1. With this in mind, we start by distinguishing two different regimes for the function q → κ(q)/q. Let us introducē
and state the following lemma:
Proof. On the one hand, d dq
On the other hand, the map q → qκ ′ (q) − κ(q) is increasing on (q, ∞) since κ is convex, so it has at most one sign change, occurring atq ifq <q.
which, by Fatou's lemma, is at least ν(P) as q → ∞. Further,q >q as soon as qκ ′ (q) − κ(q) < 0 for somesuch that κ(q) < ∞ (e.g. for q = 2), which is realized when
Our main result provides sufficient conditions for the convergence of the martingales (M (t; q)) t 0 uniformly in q ∈ (q,q), both almost surely and in L 1 (P). Most of the coming section is devoted to a precise statement and a proof. As consequences, we ascertain the convergence of a rescaled version of the empirical measure Z t and in Section 2.3 we expand on the asymptotic behavior of the largest fragment. One last application is exposed in Section 2.4.
Uniform convergence of the additive martingales
In the remaining of Section 2 we will make, in addition to (4), the assumption that the dislocation measure ν fulfills
and, for allq < q < 1,
Condition (9) holds e.g. when ν(p 2 > 0) > ν(p 1 = 0) and merely rephrases that the mean number µ(R) = m(0) of particles is greater than 1, i.e. the branching process Z is supercritical. This implies that the non-extinction event {∀t 0, Z 1 (t) > 0} occurs with positive probability. Condition (10) is just a minor technical requirement for the possible values q < 1 and is fulfilled in many situations: whenq 1, when ν(P \ P 1 ) < ∞, or more importantly when the measure ν is conservative, i.e.
Observe also that in the conservative case,q < 1 is possible only if (2) holds, i.e. Z is just a dilated pure fragmentation.
We may now state: Theorem 2.3. Suppose (9) and (10) . Then the following assertions hold almost surely:
and this convergence also holds in mean. Furthermore for every q ∈ (q,q), M (∞; q) > 0 conditionally on non-extinction.
(
As a first important consequence, we derive uniform estimates for the empirical measure of the fragments, which echo those determined by Bertoin and Rouault [14, Corollary 3] . We shall assume here that the mean intensity measure µ in (6) is non-lattice, in that it is not supported on rZ + s for any r > 0, s ∈ R.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose (9), (10), and µ non-lattice. Then for any Riemann integrable function f : (0, ∞) → R with compact support and for all compact subset K of (q,q),
Remark 2.5. We stress that condition (10) is unnecessary if we only deal with q 1. In particular it may be removed from the above statements provided that we replaceq byq ∨ 1.
Theorem 2.3 is essentially a version of a theorem of Biggins [19] in the context of compensated fragmentations. To prove part (i) we first need to check that E[M (1; q) γ ] < ∞ for some γ > 1. We start with a lemma controlling the finiteness of
Lemma 2.6. Let q >q and suppose either (10) 
Proof. Suppose first q 1. Then for γ := 2 and for all p ∈ P,
Under (10), W γ ν,q is finite as soon as the latter integral is finite. But by Jensen's inequality, the integrand is bounded from above by
We then derive an upper bound for
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that ν(P \ P 1 ) < ∞. Then for every q ∈ (q, ∞), γ ∈ (1, 2] and t 0,
where ψ is given by (5), f (t, x, y) := (e tx − e ty )/(x − y), and c γ is a finite constant depending only on γ.
Proof. Lemma 2 in [8] states that the branching Lévy process Z can be obtained by superposing independent spatial Lévy motions to a "steady" branching random walk. Specifically, for each t 0,
where X(t) := (X 1 (t), X 2 (t), . . .) are the atoms at time t of a homogeneous fragmentation X with dislocation measure ν |P\P 1 and (β i ) i∈N is an independent sequence of i.i.d. random variables with Laplace transform E[exp(qβ i )] = exp(tψ(q)), q 0. Applying Jensen's inequality and conditioning on X(t) produce
We now recall from [6] (see the proof of its Theorem 2) how to estimate the latter expectation. Denoting
is a purely discontinuous martingale. It is then deduced from an inequality of Burkholder-Davis-
where c γ < ∞ is some constant, and V γ is the γ-variation process of N :
Since in this setting
and therefore
Now recall (8), (13) and observe the identity φ(q) + ψ(q) = κ(q). Multiplying (12) by e −tγκ(q) and then reporting the bound (14), we end up with
as desired.
Putting the previous results together now yields:
Proposition 2.8. Let q >q and suppose either (10) or q 1. Then there exists γ ∈ (1, 2] such that
Proof.
By Lemma 2.6 we can choose γ ∈ (1, 2] such that W γ ν,q < ∞. Let us first assume ν(P \ P 1 ) < ∞, so that we can apply Lemma 2.7. Note that
ν(dp),
Then the inequality (11) is
where f is a continuous function. This bound is finite for each t 0, and we shall show by approximation that this also holds when ν(P \ P 1 ) = ∞. The measure ν (b) , image of ν by the map With obvious notations, we deduce from the monotone convergence theorem that
ν,q (working like in the proof of Lemma 2.6). The proof is then completed by Fatou's lemma.
We are finally ready to tackle the proof of the convergence of the martingale (M (t; q)) t 0 . [18] fails, and therefore M (∞; q) = 0. This proves (ii). For (i), we follow the lines of [14] . From Proposition 2.1 we know that almost surely, for every t 0 and (t n , n ∈ N) such that t n ↓ t as n → ∞, the sequence of random non-increasing functions on K
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Since (M (t; q)) t 0 is a nonnegative càdlàg martingale, its limit
converges pointwise to the random continuous fonction
By a classical counterpart of Dini's theorem (see e.g. [39, Problem II.3 .127]), the convergence is actually uniform in q ∈ K. Multiplying by the continuous function q → (1 + Z 1 (t)) q exp(−tκ(q)) and dealing similarly with the left limits of Z, we can therefore view (M (t; ·)) t 0 as a martingale with càdlàg paths in the Banach space C(K, R) of continuous functions on K. We now observe that the process
is a branching random walk (in discrete time). If q ∈ (q,q) then, by Proposition 2.8, we have E[M (1; q) γ ] < ∞ for some γ ∈ (1, 2], and using Lemma 2.2 we can find α ∈ (1, γ] such that αq ∈ (q,q),
Results of Biggins [19, Theorems 1 & 2] entail that the C(K, R)-valued discrete-time martingale
converges as n → ∞ to a random function M (∞; ·) ∈ C(K, R), almost surely and in mean. Now, the uniform norm · of C(K, R) is a convex map and thus for any integer n 0 the process ( M (t; ·) − M (n; ·) ) t n is a nonnegative submartingale with càdlàg paths. If t 0 and n is chosen so that n t < n + 1, we have in particular
and consequently
The convergence in L 1 (P) of the continuous-time martingale (M (t; ·)) t 0 then follows from the one in discrete time. The almost sure convergence is established by applying Doob's maximal inequality and the Borel-Cantelli lemma, like in the proof of [14] : indeed for every ε > 0,
We finally deal with the almost sure positivity of the terminal value M (∞; q) conditionally on non-extinction. We derive from the branching property at time n that, for every q ∈ (q,q),
, where #(n) := Z n (R), the number of particles at time n ∈ N, defines a supercritical Galton-Watson process.
, ρ is its probability of extinction. The two events {extinction} ⊆ {M (∞; q) = 0} having thus the same probability we conclude that they are almost surely equal.
Remark 2.9. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3 we have also from [19, Theorem 5] that for each q ∈ (q,q) and α ∈ (1, γ] as in (15) , the martingale (M (t; q)) t 0 converges in L α (P).
We conclude this section with the proof of Corollary 2.4.
Proof of Corollary 2.4. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 4 in [19] and its "continuous-time" extension discussed on page 150 there. In our case, using (7), the tilted measure
has mean
and variance
On the largest fragment
Alike the observation made by Bertoin [6, Equation (9)] for pure homogeneous fragmentations, Theorem 2.3 readily reveals the exponential velocity of the largest fragment Z 1 : if P * denotes the probability P conditionally on non-extinction, then
where κ ′ (q) = κ(q)/q and provided thatq >q. We shall now delve deeper into the analogy with branching random walks and tell a bit more about the asymptotic expansion of Z 1 (t). To this end, we proceed to a renormalization of the branching process Z t so that in the first order, its rightmost atom on the real line has null position and velocity: specifically, for
which has the log-Laplace transform
we are now in the so called boundary case, namely κ(0) > 0 and κ(1) = κ ′ (1) = 0. Let us also introduce the process
which is easily seen from the branching property to be a martingale (rightly called the derivative martingale) and will serve our purpose.
Corollary 2.10. Suppose (9), (10), andq >q.
(b) If further µ is non-lattice, then there exist a constant C * > 0 and a nonnegative random variable D ∞ such that, for every x > 0,
Moreover D ∞ > 0 P * -almost surely.
Remark 2.11. (i) Kyprianou et al. [30] recently derived an analogue of (a) for pure homogeneous fragmentations. However the method we employ here (for both statements) is different: basically, we directly transfer the known results on branching random walks to discrete skeletons of the growthfragmentation, and then infer the behavior of the whole process with the help of the Croft-Kingman lemma [27, Theorem 2].
(ii) The logarithmic fluctuations of branching random walks [40, Theorem 5.23 ] also show that lim sup
so the convergence (16) cannot be strengthened.
Proof. Let h > 0 be any fixed time mesh. It is plain from the branching property that Z nh corresponds to the individuals at generation n ∈ N of a branching random walk on R whose offspring point process is distributed like Z h . On the one hand, there is
On the other hand, with the notation u + := max(u, 0) for any u ∈ R and
Proposition 2.8 readily entails that
(For the second, we use that |log(x)| (x ε + x −ε )/ε for every x > 0 and for any 0 < ε <q −q.) As a result, Assumption (H) of [40, § 5.1] is fulfilled 1 . From Theorem 5.12 there, we obtain that for every ε > 0,
As the left-hand side is a continuous function of t := nh, the proof of (a) follows from the CroftKingman lemma. Similarly, when µ is non-lattice, then Z h is non-lattice as well and Theorem 5.15 of [40] (likewise, Theorem 1.1 of [1] ) applies: for every y ∈ R and every h > 0, the quantity P log Z 1 (nh) − κ ′ (q)nh + 3 2q log nh y has a limit as n → ∞. Applying [27, Theorem 2] once more gives the convergence (17), where the limit is e.g. that for h = 1. In (b), the random variable D ∞ can be taken as the terminal value of the derivative martingale (D(n), n ∈ N): Theorem 5.2 of [40] shows that it exists almost surely and is positive on non-extinction. That D ∞ is at least nonnegative holds simply because the smallest atom of Z n , κ(q)n −q log Z 1 (n), is bounded from below by − log M (n;q), which tends to ∞ a.s. due to Theorem 2.3.(ii).
On abnormally large fragments
Asymptotics for the probability of presence of abnormally large fragments in pure homogeneous fragmentations have been estimated in [14] . We state here an analogous result for compensated fragmentations: let us fix two real numbers α < β and introduce
for every t 0 and x ∈ R.
Corollary 2.12. Let q >q. Suppose (9), µ non-lattice, and either (10) or q 1.
(ii) If further q >q (so that κ(q) − qκ ′ (q) < 0), then
where K q is some positive finite constant.
Remark 2.13. In the range q ∈ (q,q), (i) is the counterpart in mean of the convergence stated in Corollary 2.4 for f := 1 [α,β] . This convergence thus holds in L 1 (P) thanks to the Riesz-Scheffé lemma.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of that of Theorem 5 in [14] . In our setting, we
and for any time mesh h > 0,
by (7) . From Equation (12) in [13] we readily get
If furthermore Λ * (a) > 0 (i.e. q >q), then Proposition 2.8 ensures that the conditions of Theorem 2 in [13] are fulfilled and therefore
is a positive constant. Besides, the time mesh h > 0 in (18) and (19) 3 Self-similar growth-fragmentations
Prerequisites
We begin with a quick summary of the construction and important properties of self-similar growthfragmentations processes. These are introduced in [9] ; greater details as well as some applications to random planar maps can be found in [10] .
Let ξ := (ξ(t), t 0) be a possibly killed Lévy process and (σ 2 , b, Λ, k) denote its characteristic quadruple in the following sense. The Gaussian coefficient σ 2 0, the drift coefficient b ∈ R, the Lévy measure Λ (that is, a measure on R with (1 ∧ y 2 ) Λ(dy) < ∞), and the killing rate k ∈ [0, ∞) may be recovered from this slight variation of the Lévy-Khinchin formula:
E[exp(qξ(t))] = exp(tΨ(q)),
t, q 0, the Laplace exponent Ψ being written in the form
The case Λ((−∞, 0)) = 0 will be uninteresting and is therefore excluded. We shall also assume that
(1,∞) e y Λ(dy) < ∞ (which always holds when the support of Λ is bounded from above), and that
(in other words, that Ψ(q) < 0 for some q > 0). This latter condition means that ξ(t) either has a finite lifetime or tends to −∞ as t → ∞, almost surely. Let now α ∈ R and, for each x > 0, P x be the law of the process for all x > 0, the law of (xX(
(Following the terminology in [16] , we say that X is a pssMp with self-similarity index 1/(−α).) Moreover, this transformation is reversible, and since the law of the Lévy process ξ is uniquely determined by its Laplace exponent Ψ, the pair (Ψ, α) characterizes the law of X; we call it the characteristics of the pssMp X. Note that under (20) , X either is eventually absorbed to the cemetery point ∂ added to the positive half-line (0, ∞), or it converges to 0 as t → ∞. The process X above will portray the typical size of a cell in the system and is thus referred as the cell process. Specifically, a cell system is a process (X u , u ∈ U) indexed on the Ulam-Harris tree
with the following classical notations: N 0 is reduced to the root of U, labeled ∅, and for any node u := u 1 u 2 · · · u i ∈ U in this tree, |u| := i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} refers to its generation (or height), and u1, u2, . . . to its children. For each u ∈ U, (X u (s), s 0) is a càdlàg process on (0, ∞) ∪ {∂} driven by X and recording the size of the cell labeled by u since its birth time b u , which is implicitly encoded in the notation X u . In this system X ∅ refers to Eve cell, born at time b ∅ := 0, and each negative 2 jump of a cell is interpreted as the birth of a daughter cell. More precisely for every u ∈ U and j ∈ U, X uj is the process of the j th daughter cell of u, born at the absolute time b uj := b u + β uj , where β uj is the instant of the j th biggest jump of −X u . The law P x of X is then defined recursively as the unique probability distribution such that X ∅ has the law P x and, conditionally on X ∅ , the processes (X iu , u ∈ U), i ∈ N, are independent with respective laws P x i , i ∈ N, where (x 1 , β 1 ), (x 2 , β 2 ), . . . is the sequence of jump sizes and times of −X ∅ , ranked in the decreasing lexicographic order (so either x i > x i+1 , or x i = x i+1 and then β i > β i+1 ). Here, we agree that x i := ∂ and β i := ∞ if X ∅ has less than i jumps, and we let P ∂ denote the law of the degenerate cell system where X u · · ≡ ∂ for every u ∈ U, b ∅ := 0 and b u := ∞ for u = ∅. The associated growth-fragmentation process is the process of the family of (the sizes of) all alive cells in the system:
(with b u and ζ u denoting respectively the birth time and the lifetime of the cell labeled by u).
Additionally to the scaling parameter α, one other specific quantity is
If α = 0 and Λ has support in [− log 2, 0], then [9, Proposition 3] X is merely a compensated fragmentation of the type considered in Section 2, and the notation κ there is compatible with the one we use here: more precisely, X has diffusion coefficient σ 2 , growth rate b and dislocation measure ν := k δ 0 + ν 2 , where 0 := (0, 0, . . .) ∈ P is the null mass-partition and ν 2 is the image of Λ by the map x ∈ [− log 2, 0] → (e x , 1 − e x , 0, . . .) ∈ P (the fragmentation is binary). We shall work under the assumption
see [9, Theorem 2] . Then for each time t, the family X(t) may be ranked in the non-increasing order of its elements, i.e. X(t) := (X 1 (t), X 2 (t), . . .) with X 1 (t) X 2 (t) · · · 0. Furthermore, the self-similarity property (21) extends to the process X := (X(t), t 0), and there is the branching property. Formally, if P x denotes the law of X under P x , then firstly, for every x > 0, the law of (xX(x α t), t 0) under P 1 is P x , and secondly, for each s 0, conditionally on X(s) = (x 1 , x 2 , . . .), the process (X(t + s), t 0) is independent of (X(r), 0 r s) and has the same distribution as the non-increasing rearrangement of the family (X (i) j , i, j ∈ N), where the X (i) are independent self-similar growth-fragmentations with respective laws P x i . In the sequel we especially focus on large time asymptotics for the growth-fragmentation X. Since we can refer to Section 2 when α = 0, and because the growth-fragmentation is eventually extinct when the scaling parameter α is negative [9, Corollary 3], we will mostly suppose α > 0. Note in this case that (22) is a necessary and sufficient condition preventing local explosion of the fragmentation [15] . Like in Section 2, the function κ : [0, ∞) → (−∞, ∞] will be of greatest importance in the study. It is clearly convex; therefore the equation κ(q) = 0 has at most two solutions. We assume from here on that these two solutions exist -more precisely that the Malthusian hypotheses hold:
(note then that κ ′ (ω − ) < 0, by convexity). Condition (23) implies that κ(q) < 0 for some q > 0, which in turn implies (22) , and (20) (because Ψ κ). As before, limit theorems for the growth-fragmentation process X will involve the terminal value of some additive martingale, namely the Malthusian martingale
In this direction, results of [10] will be of fundamental use; we restate some of them here for sake of reference. (i) The process (M − (t), t 0) under P x is a uniformly integrable martingale; more precisely it is bounded in L p (P x ) for every 1 < p < ω + /ω − .
(ii) For every 0 < q < (ω + − ω − )/α, the process
is a supermartingale converging to 0 in L 1 (P x ): more precisely,
as t → ∞, for some constant c(q) > 0.
Remark 3.2.
We find relevant to mention that [10] also introduced the genealogical martingale
called the intrinsic martingale, which under P x is always uniformly integrable. When α 0, there is the remarkable fact
with (F t ) t 0 the canonical filtration of X. In particular, M − (∞) = M − (∞) almost surely.
Additive martingales -and in the present context the Malthusian martingale (M − (t), t 0), are of important interest since the celebrated work of Lyons et al. [33] . Roughly speaking, one can perform a change of probability measure in terms of the terminal value M − (∞) so that the genealogical system may be observed from the point of view of a randomly tagged branch. Specifically, write ∂U for the set of leaves of U, each of which determines a unique branch from the root. For every leaf ℓ ∈ ∂U, let ℓ(n) denote its unique ancestor at generation n 0, and X ℓ := (X ℓ (t), t 0) be the process of the cell on the branch from ∅ to ℓ:
where ℓ[t] labels the cell in this branch which is alive at time t (i.e. ℓ[t] is the unique ancestor u of ℓ such that b u t < b ℓ(|u|+1) ), with the convention X ℓ (t) := ∂ for t > lim↑ n→∞ b ℓ(n) =: b ℓ . Next we consider a random leaf L ∈ ∂U and for every x > 0 we define the joint distribution P − x of (X , L) as follows. Under P − 1 , the law of X := (X u , u ∈ U) is absolutely continuous with respect to P x with density x −ω − M − (∞), and the law of L conditionally on X is
Denoting X := X L the randomly tagged cell, Bertoin et al. [10] derived: (i) The process ( X , ( P − x ) x>0 ) is a pssMp with characteristics (Φ − , α), where
(ii) Many-to-one formula. For every x > 0, every t 0, and every measurable function f : (0, ∞) → (0, ∞), we have
with the convention f (∂) := 0.
Formula (26) will be a key ingredient for our purpose. Roughly speaking, it says that the intensity of the weighted point measure z∈X z ω − δ z is captured by the law of the randomly tagged cell X (hence the denomination "many-to-one").
Convergence of the empirical measure
We are here mainly interested in the convergence of the empirical measure ρ
for α > 0. From now on, we shall suppose that the Lévy process ξ − associated with the tagged cell X via Lamperti's transformation is not arithmetic, in the sense that there is no r > 0 such that P(ξ − (t) ∈ rZ) = 1 for all t 0. To state our result, let us define the probability distribution ρ on (0, ∞) by
is the so called exponential functional of αξ − . The following completes the results of Bertoin [6] and Bertoin and Gnedin [11] relative to self-similar pure fragmentations, and differs substantially from the homogeneous case (Corollary 2.4).
Theorem 3.4. For every 1 < p < ω + /ω − and bounded continuous function f : (0, ∞) → R,
Consequently, the random measure ρ (α) t converges in P 1 -probability to M − (∞) ρ as t → ∞, in the space of finite measures on (0, ∞) endowed with the topology of weak convergence.
Remark 3.5. Note the presence of the random factor M − (∞), which does not appear in [6] because the Malthusian martingale is trivial for conservative pure fragmentations. It does nonetheless appear in the non-conservative case [11] ; however the method used there leads to a L 2 -convergence that we cannot hope for growth-fragmentations when ω + /ω − < 2, and it seems anyway difficult to generalize.
Exponential functionals of Lévy processes such as (27) arise in a variety of contexts and their laws have been widely studied, see the survey [17] and the recent works [36, 38, 37, 4] . In particular, Pardo et al. [36] showed that under mild assumptions, they can be factorized into the product of two independent exponential functionals associated with companion Lévy processes, and the distributions of both these functionals are uniquely determined by either their positive or their negative moments. To name just one example, in the common situation where ξ − is spectrally negative (i. The distribution of I (likewise, ρ) naturally takes part in asymptotics of the tagged cell X : Lemma 3.6. As t → ∞, the random variable t 1/α X (t) under P 
Proof.
Clearly, (1/ X (t), t 0) is a pssMp with self-similarity index 1/α associated with −ξ − , where ξ − is a Lévy process with the Laplace exponent Φ − in (25) . According to [16, Theorem 1] , all we need to check to prove the first part of the statement is that −ξ − (1) admits a finite and positive first moment, which is implied by the Malthusian hypotheses (23): indeed,
The existence of moments is quite straightforwardly adapted from the proof of [17, Theorem 3] .
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3.4, arguing along the lines of [7, Theorem 1.3] .
Proof of Theorem 3.4 . Using the branching property at time t and the self-similarity of X we can write, on the event {X(t) = (
the families (X i,1 , X i,2 , . . .), i 1, being i.i.d. copies independent of X, having all the same law P 1 . Clearly, the Y i are independent conditionally on λ(t) := (λ 1 (t), λ 2 (t), . . .) and, if we introducē 
and further, using Proposition 3.1.
(ii),
By a variation of the law of large numbers ( [35] ; see also [7, Lemma 1.5]) we then have
Consequently, the proof boils down to showing that
where, applying the many-to-one formula (26) ,
But we know from Lemma 3.6 that as s → ∞, the law of s 1/α X (s) under P − 1 converges weakly to ρ. On the one hand, it thus follows that
uniformly in i such that, say, x α i t 2 > √ t, i.e. x i > t −3/2α . On the other hand, applying again (26), the quantity
has, under P 1 , mean P
which tends to 0 as t → ∞. Since (31) is bounded in L q (P 1 ) for every p < q < ω + /ω − , it also converges to 0 in L p (P 1 ) (by Hölder's inequality). Putting everything together yields (30) , and thus the first part of the statement. The second part is derived from standard arguments: the space C c ((0, ∞)) of continuous functions on (0, ∞) with compact support being separable, a diagonal extraction procedure easily entails, for every sequence t n → ∞, that there exists an extraction σ : N → N such that, almost surely,
converges vaguely to M − (∞) ρ, a.s. Since the total mass is conserved, that is
toward M − (∞) ρ is actually weak. The conclusion follows easily.
Actually, the existence of moments for ρ (Lemma 3.6) allows us to strengthen Theorem 3.4:
, and every
Approximating y → y −qα f (y) by simple functions, it is enough to do the proof for f = f q : y → y qα , that is to prove:
This is of course not a direct consequence to Theorem 3.4 because f q is not a bounded continuous function; nevertheless we can repeat the argument used in the previous proof. Observing that qα + ω − ∈ (ω − , ω + ) and defining Y i (t) as in (28) but with f q in place of f , we easily check with the help of Proposition 3.1 and Hölder's inequality that conditionally on X, the Y i are independent supermartingales bounded in L p (P 1 ) for every 1 < p < ω + /(qα + ω − ). Therefore, all that remains to show is the convergence
where the equality is just an application of the many-to-one formula (26) . Since we already know that t 1/α X (t) converges in distribution toward ρ (Lemma 3.6), it suffices to show that
is bounded in L r ( P − 1 ) for some r > 1, which is immediate using again the many-to-one formula and the convergence rate in Proposition 3.1.(ii) (we take 1 < r < (ω + − ω − )/qα).
Estimates for the largest fragment
For pure self-similar fragmentations with scaling parameter α > 0, it is known [6] that the size of the largest fragment decreases like t −1/α as t → ∞. For growth-fragmentations, we have the following partial result: Proposition 3.8. Still assuming (23) , α > 0, and that ξ − is not arithmetic, we have
Proof. Recall that t 1/α X (t) under P − 1 converges in distribution as t → ∞ to a positive random variable (Lemma 3.6), so log X (t)/ log t converges to −1/α in P − 1 -probability. Because X 1 (t) is the size of the largest fragment and X (t) is that of some other fragment in the system, we deduce that for every x < −1/α,
hence the first inequality. We proceed similarly for the second one, using the upper bound
and Corollary 3.7, with q ↑ (ω
Whether the correct order is one or the other (or something in between) remains open. One difficulty is that, in contrast with pure fragmentations, we encounter a phenomenon of competition between growth and dislocations. Indeed, as smaller fragments split at a lower speed (for α > 0), it might happen quite often that some of them grow enough to compete against the larger ones, in which case the asymptotic behavior of X 1 might not be as typical as that of the randomly tagged fragment X and an order greater than −1/α would be expected. We are yet unable to confirm or infirm this quantitatively, but in this direction we obtained the following tail estimate: Proposition 3.9. Suppose that Λ((0, ∞)) = 0. Then there exists θ ω + such that
Proof. Note that the statement does not depend on α and is just a large deviation estimate as x → ∞ for the probability F (x) that T (x) < ∞, where T (x) := inf{t 0 : X 1 (t) > x}. Observe also that on this event, X 1 (T (x)) = x because when Λ((0, ∞)) = 0, the cell process has no positive jumps. To become eventually larger than xy for x, y 1, it is enough for X 1 to first reach x and that its subsequent growth-fragmentation produces a fragment with relative size larger than y; the branching property at T (x) thus implies F (xy) F (x)F (y). The existence of θ then arises from the subadditive lemma (see e.g. [29, Theorem 16.2.9] ). Since for α = 0, the process
is a martingale [10, Corollary 3.7.(i)], an appeal to Doob's maximal inequality entails
hence θ ω + .
Freezing the fragmentation
Suppose that we "freeze" every cell as soon as its size falls under a fixed diameter ε > 0 (which may occur at birth), in the sense that frozen cells no longer grow or split. To put things more formally we need a more chronological point of view in the cells genealogy. For this reason we suppose that the growth-fragmentation has been constructed as in [15 Roughly speaking, any jump from a size x > 0 to some smaller size x − y ∈ (0, x) of a cell with label, say, u ∈ B, causes the death of that cell while at the same time two independent cells labeled by u1 and u2 are born with initial sizes x − y and y respectively. We implicitly reuse the notations of Section 3.1 within this new description, e.g. P x is the distribution of the cell system X := (X u : u ∈ B) when the mother cell starts at size x > 0 (i.e. has the law P x ). Analogously, ℓ ∈ ∂B refers to a leaf of B, and ℓ[t] and X ℓ (t) respectively denote the label and the process of the unique cell in the branch from ∅ to ℓ that is alive at time t. Let us then introduce the first passage times T v (ε) := inf t 0 : X v (t) < ε , v ∈ B ∪ ∂B, so that the family of frozen cells can be defined as
with B(ε) := {u ∈ B : u = ℓ[T ℓ (ε)] for some ℓ ∈ ∂B}. Note that this procedure of freezing cells does not depend on the scaling parameter α of the growth-fragmentation (changing α just affects the speed at which particles get frozen). It is proved [10, Proposition 2.5] that for each x > 0, the process of the sum of the sizes of frozen cells raised to the power ω − ,
is a backward martingale converging to M − (∞) as ε → 0 + , almost surely and in L 1 (P x ).
In the same vein as in [12] , we investigate the empirical measure ϕ(ε) defined by
Again, we let ξ − denote the Lévy process with Laplace exponent Φ − associated with the pssMp X via Lamperti's transformation; see (25) . We can check that its Lévy measure Λ − is given by Theorem 3.10. Suppose (23), Λ((0, ∞)) = 0, and that ξ − is not arithmetic. Then as ε → 0 + , the random measure ϕ(ε) converges in P 1 -probability to M − (∞) ϕ, where ϕ is a deterministic probability measure on (0, 1) specified by 
Proof. As said previously we may suppose α = 0, so that X is just the exponential of ξ − . After Jagers [26] , we can see that the random set B(ε) ⊂ B is a so called optional line for which the strong branching property holds -intuitively, freezing the cells below ε is equivalent to freezing those which would descend from a family of cells that have first been frozen below ε + δ, with δ > 0 fixed. Specifically, by choosing δ := √ ε − ε for 0 < ε < 1 and scaling, we can write
, where conditionally on λ(ε) := (λ i (ε)) i 1 , the {x i,j,ε i } ∞ j=1 , i = 1, 2, . . ., are independent cell families respectively frozen below ε i := ε/x i, 
The proof then continues like that of Theorem 3.4. Similarly to the many-to-one formula, Lemma 3.11 below gives
where T L (ε) = inf{t 0 : X (t) < ε}. It thus remains to find the distributional limit as ε → 0 + of X (T L (ε))/ε. Observe that up to taking the inverse exponential, this random variable corresponds to the overshoot above − log ε of the spectrally positive Lévy process −ξ − , which drifts to ∞ a.s. On the other hand, we know since the work of Vigon [42] (see also [31, Corollary 7.9] ) that Π fulfills Π((y, ∞)) = 
